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Degrees of the Zodiac was written by noted astrologer Esther V. Leinbach and originally published

by Macoy Publishing Company in 1973. This Revised Edition from the author's son, Kevin

Leinbach, has been updated for the new Millennium, using the Author's original source material and

research. Popular Astrology takes into consideration only one factor: the location of the Sun in the

Zodiac, the Sun Sign.Â  Even some astrologers only consider the twelve signs of the Zodiac and

disregard the individual 30 degrees that make up the total span of the sign. But the degrees are a

very significant influence in the chart and more and more astrologers are discovering how important

degrees are to horoscope interpretation. The 360 Degrees in the circle of the Zodiac are activated

by the Sun, the Moon and the Planets, even the house cusps of every horoscope. These degrees

help to account for the many different expressions of each individual sign. Degree influences have

often been seen as ethereal and mysterious, relying on symbolism to suggest potential expressions.

Perhaps the advantage of symbols is that they can be interpreted in the current context directly. But

symbols can also be quite difficult to decipher. This book was originally written to bring the

symbolism into a descriptive, practically applicable format that can more easily be used in chart

interpretation. The approach is psychological rather than symbolic. It was intended to be accessible

to the novice as well as the professional astrologer. But when particular references are made to

current insights or methods, there is some danger that degree descriptions can become outdated.

This Revised Edition has been released to update the descriptions with a current perspective and

incorporate a context and evolutionary perspective that was simply not in place when Degrees of

the Zodiac was originally published.
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This is the best astrology book I've ever read.The accuracy is astounding. It's a compilation of

almost all astrological thought in human history, i.e., an honest description for every degree by

Esther V. Leinbach. I cannot emphasize the word honest enough because today we have

astrologers with flowery language who miss the truth entirely and are hence useless. But this book

was based on the astrological information of much older sources. If your birth time is correct to the

minute you can predict or makes sense of your life in different places you've lived based on your

ascendant degree using this book. As well as all the other points in your chart. I think it's the best

book written and is seriously underpriced in my opinion.My thanks to the author for her painstaking

lifelong research and to the editor for bringing it out in a convenient kindle format.

Thank you very much!

Thought the interpretations were rather negative . My chart is not as bad as this book made it seem,

including my family members. In that regard I could only give it 2 stars, but I added another star just

for the unique factor of the book (although you can easily find degree interpretations online.)

The best zodiac degree interpretations I've read! This book covers all the subtle differences, in a

clear and concise format. It's astonishing how different the same zodiac sign can be, depending on

the exact degree position. If you're a Sabian or Kozminsky fan, this is must-have addition to your

library! It will add worlds of depth to your horoscope readings.

In this jewel I don't believe I've missed until now, the authors mine the natal chart by degree to an

insightful view of talents, who one is, future possibility and where work is needed. Planetary node



use in those degree interpretations is a delightful bonus.

book was in great shape

Esther Leinbach's degrees are often resoundingly accurate, beyond those of most astrological

degree books. The downside is that there is a possibility that the interpretations could be received

as blows to self.The experienced astrologer will find these invaluable. The most mature of students

or informed amateurs will wince, recognize, then laugh with a trace of bitterness.Remedies are not

normally given except that occasionally it is remarked that the sad fate might be moderated by other

parts of the chart.After long decades of attempted self reform, these readings were a confirmation. I

am somewhat hopeless on my weak side and should concentrate on my strengths, but Leinbach

gave no such advice. The notion that one might farm out one's weak side and narrow one's

vocation to strengths seems not to have occurred to her.This is not a new book, and the diverse

ways one may shape a life today were not as available when it was written.Still the accuracy, no

matter how merciless in some cases, is worth the money.

The Book is well written and if you are a serious astrologer you need this book. The interpretations

are amazingly clear.
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